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Vacuum-UV negative photoion spectroscopy of CF3Cl, CF3Br, and CF3I
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Using synchrotron radiation, negative ions are detected by mass spectrometry following
vacuum-UV photoexcitation of trifluorochloromethane �CF3Cl�, trifluorobromomethane �CF3Br�,
and trifluoroiodomethane �CF3I�. The anions F−, X−, F2

−, FX−, CF−, CF2
−, and CF3

− are observed
from all three molecules, where X=Cl, Br, or I, and their ion yields recorded in the range of
8–35 eV. With the exception of Br− and I−, the anions observed show a linear dependence of signal
with pressure, showing that they arise from unimolecular ion-pair dissociation. Dissociative electron
attachment, following photoionization of CF3Br and CF3I as the source of low-energy electrons, is
shown to dominate the observed Br− and I− signals, respectively. Cross sections for ion-pair
formation are put onto an absolute scale by calibrating the signal strengths with those of F− from
both SF6 and CF4. These anion cross sections are normalized to vacuum-UV absorption cross
sections, where available, and the resulting quantum yields are reported. Anion appearance energies
are used to calculate upper limits to 298 K bond dissociation energies for Do�CF3−X�, which are
consistent with literature values. We report new data for Do�CF2I+–F��2.7�0.2 eV and
� fH298

o �CF2I+�� �598�22� kJ mol−1. No ion-pair formation is observed below the ionization
energy of the parent molecule for CF3Cl and CF3Br, and only weak signals �in both I− and F−� are
detected for CF3I. These observations suggest that neutral photodissociation is the dominant exit
channel to Rydberg state photoexcitation at these lower energies. © 2009 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3137103�

I. INTRODUCTION

Ion-pair formation from a molecule is a unimolecular
dissociation reaction in which two of the fragments produced
are ionic; a cation-anion pair is formed. It is one of many
ways in which a molecule releases energy following photo-
excitation. Photoexcited states, usually Rydberg in character,
may predissociate into ion pairs. This indirect mechanism is
more favorable than direct ion-pair photodissociation based
on Frank–Condon arguments and experimental results.1 The
formation and detection of ion pairs, therefore, can provide
information on the electronic structure of a molecule and the
decay dynamics of excited states. Our interest in the CF3X
series of substituted methanes, where X=Cl, Br, or I, is pri-
marily fundamental—to compare the data and see the effects
and resulting trends of changing substituent X. The interest
in these molecules, however, is also environmental as CF3Cl,
CF3Br, and CF3I are all greenhouse gases and potential
ozone depleters. The use of these molecules in industrial
applications has inevitably led to their release into the atmo-
sphere. For example, CF3Cl �CFC-13� was used as a refrig-
erant and CF3Br �Halon 1301� as a fire suppressor, but both
are now banned in accordance with the Montreal Protocol.2

CF3I is considered less environmentally unfriendly than
CF3Cl or CF3Br, and it is expected to have a relatively low
atmospheric lifetime due to the weak C–I bond.3 This prop-

erty increases the potential for CF3I applications, for ex-
ample, as a plasma etching gas4 and as a possible replace-
ment for CF3Br in fire extinguishing systems.5

This series of CF3X molecules have C3v symmetry, and
the main effect of a change in the substituent X is the elon-
gation and subsequent weakening of the C-X bond. The ef-
fect on the overall electronic structure of the molecule on
changing X is not dramatic since the orbitals of the X atom
show little mixing with the CF3 orbitals. The evidence for
this property is best observed from photoelectron spectros-
copy, where HeI, HeII, and threshold photoelectron spectra
�TPES� have been reported for CF3Cl, CF3Br, and CF3I.6–11

Bands observed in the spectra from ionization of an X lone
pair or a C-X bonding electron shift to lower energy as X gets
larger. However, bands observed from ionization of a F lone
pair or a C–F bonding electron are very similar in energy for
CF3Cl, CF3Br, and CF3I. Absorption data on CF3Cl have
been well studied by photoabsorption spectroscopy12,13 and
electron energy loss spectroscopy �EELS�.14,15 More recent
absorption16 and EELS �Ref. 17� studies compare data for all
three CF3X molecules. While most of this work is restricted
to energies of �15 eV, absorption data for CF3Cl are re-
ported up to 25 eV �Refs. 13 and 18� and for CF3Br up to
30 eV.18 Vacuum-UV �VUV� fluorescence spectroscopy has
also been studied for CF3X molecules, where X=F, H, Cl,
and Br �Ref. 19� and where X=F, H, Cl, Br, and I �Ref. 18�.

In this paper we report data on the negative ions formed
following VUV photoexcitation of CF3Cl, CF3Br, and CF3I,
and ion yields have been recorded as a function of photon
energy in the range of 8–35 eV using synchrotron radiation.

a�Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Telephone:
�44 121 414 4425. Fax: �44 121 414 4403. Electronic mail:
r.p.tuckett@bham.ac.uk.
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Absolute cross sections for anions attributed to ion-pair for-
mation have been evaluated using the negative ion data of
CF4 and SF6 reported by Mitsuke et al.,20,21 and quantum
yields have been calculated from photoabsorption data.16,18

The VUV photoion-pair formation of CF3Cl was studied pre-
viously using a quadrupole mass analyzer by Schenk et al.,22

but to our knowledge this is the first report of ion-pair pro-
duction following photoexcitation of CF3Br and CF3I.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The tunable VUV radiation was provided by a 1 m
Wadsworth monochromator on Beamline 3.1 at the UK
Daresbury Synchrotron Radiation Source �SRS�. This beam-
line is optimized for high flux in the 8–35 eV region of the
electromagnetic spectrum.23 All the spectra were recorded
with a modest resolution of 0.6 nm. The experimental appa-
ratus used for the detection of negative ions has been de-
scribed in detail elsewhere,24 and only a brief description is
provided here. The gas under study is injected via a needle
generating a directed jet, which bisects orthogonally the in-
cident photon beam. The crossing point, which dictates the
center of the interaction region, is positioned in the middle of
two grids on the third orthogonal axis. A potential difference
across the grids sweeps negative ions along this axis toward
a three-element electrostatic lens for focusing, and into a
Hiden Analytical HAL IV triple quadrupole mass spectrom-
eter �QMS� for mass selection. Detection is achieved by a
channeltron electron multiplier. Sensitivity is considerably
enhanced by differential pumping, which reduces the number
of free electrons and secondary collisions in the QMS. The
relative photon flux is measured using a sodium salicylate
window and visible photomultiplier tube combination. The
apparatus and QMS, connected via a 1 mm diameter aper-
ture, are pumped separately by turbo pumps, which are
backed by a common rotary pump, and the base pressure of
the apparatus is �10−7 mbar. With sample gas running, the
typical pressure in the chamber is �10−5 mbar. The pressure
inside the chamber was measured using an ionization gauge,
the sensitivity of which to CF3Cl, CF3Br, and CF3I is cali-
brated in a separate experiment relative to N2 gas using a
capacitance manometer. Detected anion signals are initially
recorded as a function of sample gas pressure over the range
�0.5–5.0��10−5 mbar. Anions that show a linear depen-
dence of signal with pressure most likely arise from unimo-
lecular dissociation and are attributed to ion-pair formation.
Anions that show a nonlinear dependence with pressure can-
not be assigned as ion-pair products, and their signal is most
likely influenced by secondary processes. For all anions pro-
duced from CF3Cl, CF3Br, and CF3I, ion yields were re-
corded from 8 to 35 eV. For all scans presented below
11.8 eV �or 105 nm� a LiF window has been inserted to
eliminate higher-order radiation. Gas samples were obtained
from Apollo Scientific with a quoted purity of �99% and
were used without further purification.

The ion yields are presented as anion cross sections � in
units of cm2. The method for obtaining these absolute mea-
surements is identical to that from another recent ion-pair
study and is described in detail elsewhere.25 In summary, the

anion signal strengths �in counts s−1� are normalized to
relative photon flux, gas pressure, ring current, and relative
mass sensitivity of the quadrupole. The F− signals from
both CF4 and SF6 are also recorded and normalized as
described above. The corrected signal for F− from SF6 is
then normalized to the known cross section at 14.3 eV,
�7�2��10−21 cm2 �Ref. 21�. Likewise, the corrected signal
for F− from CF4 is normalized to its value at 13.9 eV,
�1.25�0.25��10−21 cm2 �Ref. 20�. A multiplication factor
k is obtained, which converts the arbitrary normalized signals
into the quoted absolute values. In theory, the values
k�F− /SF6� and k�F− /CF4� should then be equal, but in fact
they differ by a factor of 1.6. Given the number of correc-
tions made to the anion signals, this difference seems a rea-
sonable representation of experimental error. An average of
the two k values is then used to determine absolute cross
sections for the CF3X anion signals. We comment that while
these values of anion cross sections probably have an error as
high as �50%–100%, such absolute measurements are noto-
riously difficult to make and prone to errors, which are often
underestimated in the literature. These corrections are not
made to anion signals which show a nonlinear dependence
on pressure �i.e., which are not formed by ion-pair forma-
tion�, because one of the requirements is to correct for gas
pressure.

III. THERMOCHEMISTRY: GENERAL COMMENTS

Our work also determines appearance energies �AE� at
298 K for many fragment anions from CF3Cl, CF3Br, and
CF3I, and we compare these values with those calculated
from thermochemical data. Berkowitz1 noted that for many
polyatomic molecules, a calculated threshold energy pro-
vides a lower limit to the experimental AE of an anion when
suitable assumptions are made about the nature of the ac-
companying cation and/or neutral fragments. However, usu-
ally there is equality in these two values, although energy
and enthalpy are often indistinguishable words. In comparing
our experimental AE values of anions with calculated enthal-
pies of appropriate dissociation reactions, we make two as-
sumptions that are justified at the relatively modest reso-
lution of our experiment, approximately 0.1–0.2 eV. First,
although it is not accurate to equate an AE298 to the enthalpy
of the corresponding unimolecular reaction at 298 K because
of thermal effects,26 the corrections needed to the AE298 val-
ues are typically only 0.05–0.15 eV, and we feel justified in
ignoring them. Second, the effects of entropy are disregarded
in our calculations, even though all unimolecular reactions
involve �n�0, where �n is the number of product species
minus the number of reactant species. Thus �rS298

o will be
positive, and �rG298

o for the unimolecular reactions will be
more negative than the calculated �rH298

o values.
We use enthalpies of formation � fH298

o to calculate dis-
sociation enthalpies. The majority of these values is obtained
from the JANAF tables.27 Data obtained from other sources
are listed below in kJ mol−1. The parent molecule � fH298

o

values for CF3Cl, CF3Br, and CF3I are taken as 	709,
	650, and 	586, respectively, from the work of Ruscic et
al.28 In calculations for F−, we use the value of 	249 using
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the electron affinity �EA� reported by Blondel et al.29 and for
F2

−, the value of 	301, which uses the EA reported by Artau
et al.30 The values used for Cl−, Br−, and I− are 	227, 	213,
and 	188, respectively, which use experimental EAs
from a recent review paper.31 For CF− we use a value of
	63 using the EA�CF�=3.3�1.1 eV �reported as a lower
limit�32 and for CF2

− a value of 	199, which uses the
EA�CF2�=0.179�0.005 eV.31 For CF3

−, we calculate
� fH298

o =−642 kJ mol−1 �Refs. 28 and 33�. For CF3
+ we take

the value of +406 reported by Garcia et al.34 For CCl+ and
CFCl+ we use +1311 and +1101, respectively.22 For CF2Cl+

we use the value of +526 from Creasey et al.,10 but note that
this uses a 0 K heat of formation of CF2Cl. For � fH298

o

�CF2Br+�, we use the upper-limit value of 570 kJ mol−1

quoted by Seccombe et al.35

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The negative ion mass spectra for the three CF3X
�X=Cl,Br, I� molecules recorded with white light at 0 nm all
show the presence of the same seven anions; F−, X−, F2

−,
FX−, CF−, CF2

−, and CF3
−. F− and X− are always the stron-

gest signals. The remaining five anions were detected just
above the sensitivity of the apparatus, the signals being ap-
proximately �2% of that of the dominant anion �F− or X−�. It
was observed that the X− relative signal strengths increased
with increasing mass and size of X; Cl−=18%, Br−=37%,
and I−=100% from CF3Cl, CF3Br, and CF3I, respectively, of
the strongest anion signal �F− from CF3Cl and CF3Br, I−

from CF3I�. Of all the anions, only FI− was too weak to
record as a function of photon energy. Negative ion yields
for all other anions are presented below.

To our knowledge this is the first report of ion-pair for-
mation from CF3Br and CF3I. Similar experiments on CF3Cl,
however, have been reported in the literature.22,36 Of particu-
lar relevance to our study is the work of Schenk et al.,22 who
also investigated the valence region of CF3Cl with VUV syn-
chrotron radiation, and comparisons between the two sets of
results are detailed in the discussion below. In summary,
Schenk et al.22 were only able to detect F−, Cl−, and CF3

−.
CF3

− was detected with low intensity and an ion yield was
not recorded. The F− and Cl− ion yields are in excellent
agreement with the results presented here.

A. F− from CF3Cl, CF3Br, and CF3I

The F− ion yields from CF3Cl, CF3Br, and CF3I are pre-
sented in Fig. 1 in the photon energy range of 8–32 eV. For
comparative purposes Fig. 1 also includes the total photoab-
sorption spectrum,18 TPES �Ref. 10�, and total fluorescence
yield18 for CF3Cl and CF3Br, and the TPES �Ref. 11� and
total fluorescence yield18 for CF3I. The corresponding nu-
merical data from the F− ion yields are presented in Table I.
The small rise in signal at 12 eV seen in the F− ion yields
from CF3Cl and CF3Br is considered to result from second-
order radiation and is exaggerated by normalization to pho-
ton flux, which is low at this energy. In all three cases the F−

signal showed a linear rise with gas pressure, indicating that
F− ions are formed by unimolecular ion-pair dissociation.

1. Onsets and thermochemistry

The F− ion yield from CF3Cl shows a gradual onset. The
first indication of a rise in signal above the background is at
16.0�0.2 eV �Fig. 1, Table I�. In the earlier work of Schenk
et al.22 the F− ion yield from CF3Cl was reported with a
wavelength resolution of 2 Å. They reported the onset of F−

ions to be 15.9�0.3 eV, correlating this onset to reaction
�1� using thermochemical calculations

FIG. 1. �Color online� Cross sections for F− production following photoex-
citation of �a� CF3Cl and �b� CF3Br between 12 and 32 eV. The total pho-
toabsorption spectra �Ref. 18�, TPES �Ref. 10�, and total fluorescence yields
�Ref. 18� for CF3Cl and CF3Br are included for comparative purposes. �c�
Cross section for F− production following photoexcitation of CF3I between
8 and 32 eV. The TPES �Ref. 11, with permission from the authors� and total
fluorescence yield �Ref. 18� are included for comparative purposes. All F−

ion yields were recorded with a step size of 0.1 eV and a wavelength reso-
lution of 6 Å. This resolution is equivalent to 0.2 eV at 20.0 eV.

194302-3 VUV negative photoion spectroscopy of CF3X J. Chem. Phys. 130, 194302 �2009�
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CF3Cl → F− + CF2
+ + Cl. �1�

Schenk et al.22 also reported second �16.8�0.1 eV�, third
�18.2�0.1 eV�, and fourth �20.0�0.1 eV� onsets corre-
sponding to the dissociation reactions �2�–�4�, respectively,

CF3Cl → F− + CFCl+ + F, �2�

CF3Cl → F− + CF+ + F + Cl, �3�

CF3Cl → F− + CCl+ + 2F. �4�

Our thermochemical analysis, as outlined in Sec. III, agrees
with all these assignments. However, the lack of well-defined
onsets and features in the F− ion yield from CF3Cl, combined
with the number of different dissociation channels possible,
does not allow these assignments to be made with confi-
dence. For example, the calculated dissociation enthalpies

for producing the ion pairs F− /CFCl+ �+F� �reaction �2�� and
F− /Cl+ �+CF2� are 17.0 and 17.1 eV, respectively. Not only
are both these values higher, and not lower, in energy than
the second onset, but from this analysis alone both are
equally valid assignments.

The F− ion yield from CF3Br shows the first onset at
14.7�0.2 eV �Fig. 1, Table I�, which correlates best to the
dissociation enthalpy of 14.9 eV calculated for reaction �5�,

CF3Br → F− + CF2
+ + Br. �5�

For the same reasons as discussed above in the thermochemi-
cal analysis of F− from CF3Cl, even tentative assignments of
other unimolecular dissociation reactions to onsets of fea-
tures in the F− ion yield from CF3Br are not suggested here.

Assignments of dissociation processes to onsets in the F−

ion yield from CF3I can be made more confidently; calcu-
lated thresholds for reactions �6�–�9� coincide with local
minima and hence with onsets to features in the ion yield
�Fig. 1�c��,

TABLE I. AEs, cross sections, and quantum yields for anions observed from photoexcitation of CF3Cl, CF3Br,
and CF3I.

Molecule �AIEa �eV�� Anion
AEb

�eV�
Cross section maximumc

�cm2�
Energyd

�eV� Quantum yielde

CF3Cl �12.4� F− 16.0 1.5�10−20 21.0 1.8�10−4

Cl− 16.1 2.3�10−21 20.9 2.9�10−5

F2
− �21 f 6.8�10−23 22.7 8.5�10−7

FCl− �18 f 6.5�10−23 20.8 8.0�10−7

CF− 25.5g 1.6�10−22 27.3 ¯

h

CF2
− 20.2 1.5�10−22 21.3 1.8�10−6

CF3
− 15.5 2.8�10−22 18.1 3.5�10−6

CF3Br �11.5� F− 14.7 9.7�10−21 19.6 1.2�10−4

Br− 15.1 ¯

i
¯ ¯

i

F2
− �19 f 2.8�10−22 20.4 3.4�10−6

FBr− �18 f 5.5�10−22 20.4 6.6�10−6

CF− 23.6 3.4�10−22 25.6 5.2�10−6

CF2
− 18.2 4.9�10−22 19.5 5.8�10−6

CF3
− 13.6 2.5�10−22 14.8 4.0�10−6

CF3I �10.4� F− 9.7 1.1�10−20 20.4 ¯

j

I− 8.8 ¯

i
¯ ¯

i

F2
− �17 f 8.5�10−23 20.1 ¯

j

CF− 21.6 1.1�10−22 23.6 ¯

j

CF2
− 16.0 4.6�10−22 16.8 ¯

j

CF3
− 11.0 5.7�10−22 12.7 ¯

j

aAdiabatic IE for CF3Cl �Ref. 10�, CF3Br �Ref. 10�, and CF3I �Ref. 41�.
bObserved AE from this work. We estimate the error in the reported values to be �0.2 eV, based on the
resolution and step size used to record the ion yields.
cCross section for anion production following photoexcitation of the parent molecule.
dEnergy of peak maximum at which cross section and quantum yield measurements are taken.
eQuantum yields for anion production obtained by dividing cross sections for anions �column 4� by total
photoabsorption cross sections. The latter values are given for CF3Cl and CF3Br �Ref. 18�.
fCannot state AE with any confidence due to poor signal/noise.
gThere is some ambiguity surrounding the mass of anions detected contributing to the CF− ion yield from
CF3Cl. The signal observed in the range of 16–25 eV is thought to arise from Cl− ions �see text�, and the value
of 25.5 eV represents our interpretation of the true onset to CF− ions.
hQuantum yield is not calculated because absolute photoabsorption data for CF3Cl is not available at this
energy.
iThe Br− and I− ion yields are significantly influenced by anions arising from dissociative electron attachment
and cross sections, and hence quantum yields cannot be defined.
jQuantum yields cannot be calculated at this photon energy because the available absolute photoabsorption data
for CF3I is limited to photon energies �12 eV.
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CF3I → F− + CF2
+ + I, �6�

CF3I → F− + CF+ + FI, �7�

CF3I → F− + FI+ + CF, �8�

CF3I → F− + I+ + CF + F. �9�

The calculated enthalpies for reactions �6�–�9� are 14.2, 14.3,
15.7, and 18.5 eV, respectively. It is likely that features in the
ion yield, which occur just after these values, represent the
“turning on” of the newly available dissociation channel�s�.
In addition, the sharp onset observed at 12.7�0.2 eV �Fig.
1�c�� can be correlated with formation of the F− / I+ �+CF2�
ion pair—although this assignment is made more tentatively
since the calculated enthalpy is 13.2 eV, 0.5 eV above this
onset.

The lowest energy ion-pair reaction, which yields F−,
must be

CF3X → F− + CF2X+�X = Cl,Br,I� . �10�

Lack of reliable information for � fH
o�CF2I+� prevented a

dissociation enthalpy for CF3I in reaction �10� to be calcu-
lated. For CF3Cl and CF3Br the calculated thresholds for this
reaction are 10.2 and �10.1 eV, respectively. In both cases
these calculated dissociation enthalpies are significantly be-
low the experimentally observed AE of F− ions; the AEs are
16.0 and 14.7 eV for F− from CF3Cl and CF3Br, respectively
�Fig. 1, Table I�. There is therefore no evidence from this
thermochemical analysis that F− ions produced from CF3Cl
and CF3Br arise via reaction �10�. The AE for F− from CF3I,
however, is much lower at 9.7 eV �Fig. 1, Table I�. Even
though a threshold energy could not be calculated for reac-
tion �10� when X=I, it is the only ion-pair channel forming
F− from CF3I that is likely to occur at energies below ap-
proximately 13 eV. The peak at 9.8 eV in the F− ion yield
from CF3I, albeit very weak, must therefore arise from
reaction �10�.

2. Discussion of the F− spectra

The photoabsorption spectra of CF3Cl �Fig. 1�a�� and
CF3Br �Fig. 1�b�� �Ref. 18� extend over the energy range
where F− ions are observed from the two molecules. Figure 1
does not include a photoabsorption spectrum for CF3I, and
published data in the energy range of interest �up to 25 eV�
are limited.

The peak centered at 16.32 eV in the CF3Cl absorption
spectrum has been assigned as a transition to a 3s Rydberg
orbital converging on the fifth excited valence state of

CF3Cl+ �Ẽ 2A1�.18 From EELS of CF3Cl, King and
McConkey assigned observed features at 16.29, 17.1, and
18.2 eV as transitions to 3s, 3p, and 3d Rydberg orbitals,

respectively, all converging to CF3Cl+ �Ẽ 2A1�.14 These fea-
tures occur in the same energy range where the gradual onset
of F− ions from CF3Cl is observed. The cross section for F−

ions in this energy range is relatively small �6�10−22 cm2 at
17.6 eV� and well-defined peaks are not observed. As a re-
sult, and given the tentative nature of the assignments made
from the photoabsorption and EEL spectra, we consider as-

signing the same transitions to the F− ion yield as specula-
tive. The one peak we do observe at 21.0 eV has not been
clearly observed in the absorption spectrum.18 It may corre-
spond to a Rydberg state of CF3Cl converging on either the

F̃ 2E or G̃ 2A1 state of the parent ion. The above discussion
assumes the formation mechanism is predissociative, yet di-
rect excitation to the ion-pair state should not be discounted.
The gradual onset and small cross section indicate weak
Frank–Condon overlap, and therefore direct ion-pair forma-
tion is plausible. If this is the case, the AE of F− ions may
exceed the thermochemical ion-pair dissociation threshold
by a greater amount than that from a predissociation mecha-
nism where these two energies are more likely to be similar
�Sec. III�.

The feature in the CF3Br photoabsorption spectrum at
15.96 eV has been assigned as a transition to a 4d Rydberg
orbital converging on the fourth excited valence state of

CF3Br+ �D̃ 2E�.18 It is close in energy to the first observable
peak in the F− ion yield at 16.1 eV, and it is possible that
these two features share the same primary excitation process.
The peak at 9.8 eV in the F− ion yield from CF3I is very
sharp and weak and appears anomalous by comparison to the
rest of the spectrum. The abrupt nature of this feature points
to a predissociative mechanism, and the low cross section
could indicate that the extent of overlap between states is
small. It has been suggested, albeit tentatively, that Rydberg

states of the ns series converging to the X̃ 2E3/2 ionization
limit lie in this energy region. Indeed there is a strong ab-
sorption band between 9.4 and 9.9 eV showing detailed
structure.16

It is generally accepted that the X̃ 2E electronic states of
the CF3X+ �X=Cl,Br, I� cations result from ionization of X

lone-pair electrons and the Ã 2A1 from ionization of a C-X

bonding electron.6–9 The B̃, C̃, D̃, Ẽ, and F̃ electronic states
of the cations between 15 and 22 eV are most likely from
fluorine lone-pair excitations. It is expected that the bonding
character of the fluorine lone-pair electrons will increase
with increasing ionization energy �IE�.8 Photoexcitation of
these electrons leads to the production of F− anions. Only F−

produced from CF3I is observed following photoexcitation of
an electron associated with the X substituent. Even so, the
resulting single peak at 9.8 eV appears isolated, and the cross
section is very small compared to the rest of the spectrum.
The similarities of the photoelectron spectra for the three
CF3X molecules have been highlighted by Cvitaš et al.,6,8

and they suggested that changing substituent X affects the
electronic structure of the CF3 group very little. Despite this
observation, the F− ion yields from these three molecules
differ significantly. The extent of structure and the energy
range over which F− is observed increase as X changes from
Cl to I. In addition, the AE of F− ions decreases. These trends
appear more significant when substituting Br for I than when
substituting Cl for Br. This trend possibly reflects the differ-
ing polarizabilities of the halogen atoms; the values are 2.18,
3.05, and 5.35�10−24 cm3 for neutral atomic Cl, Br, and I,
respectively.37
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B. X− from CF3X „X=Cl,Br, I…

1. Cl− from CF3Cl

The Cl− ion yield from CF3Cl is shown in Fig. 2 from
12–34 eV. For comparative purposes Fig. 2 also includes the
total photoabsorption spectrum,18 TPES �Ref. 10�, and total
fluorescence yield18 for CF3Cl. The numerical information is
summarized in Table I. The signal in the Cl− ion yield ob-
served between 12 and 14 eV is considered to result from
second-order effects, which are exaggerated when flux nor-
malizing the spectrum. The Cl− signal was shown to change
linearly with CF3Cl gas pressure, indicating that the mecha-
nism for Cl− formation is unimolecular ion-pair dissociation.
The lowest energy ion-pair fragmentation leading to Cl− pro-
duction must also produce the cation CF3

+,

CF3Cl → Cl− + CF3
+. �11�

The calculated enthalpy for reaction �11� is 9.2 eV. How-
ever, the experimentally observed onset to Cl− production
from CF3Cl is 16.1�0.2 eV. In the earlier work of Schenk
et al.22 a value of 16.0�0.1 eV is reported, in excellent
agreement with the present work. The observed Cl− signal at
onset may be assigned to the following dissociation reaction:

CF3Cl → Cl− + CF2
+ + F. �12�

The calculated enthalpy change for reaction �12� is 15.4 eV.
Other onsets to features in the Cl− ion yield, observed at
18.4, 21.3, and 23.4 eV �Fig. 2�, occur where a different
fragmentation reaction becomes energetically accessible,

CF3Cl → Cl− + CF+ + 2F, �13�

CF3Cl → Cl− + F+ + CF2, �14�

CF3Cl → Cl− + F2
+ + CF. �15�

The calculated enthalpy changes for reactions �13�–�15� are
18.4, 21.4, and 23.3 eV, respectively. We note that an experi-

mental onset occurring at a calculated thermochemical
threshold suggests there is good overlap between an excited
intermediate state and the new exit channel, which has ener-
getically become open.

The production of Cl− has similarities to that of F− from
CF3Cl; the fragmentation reaction assumed to occur at onset
�reaction �12�� is almost identical to that assigned to F− an-
ions from CF3Cl �reaction �1��. Both ion yields show a very
similar AE �Table I�, and in both cases this value is much
higher than the lowest energy dissociation reaction to form
the respective anion as an ion pair �reactions �10� and �11��.
In addition, the cross sections for F− and Cl− production
peak at almost identical energies �Table I� and in the range
of 16–18 eV the cross sections are comparable. For example,
at 17.5 eV, �F−=5.4�10−22 cm2 and �Cl−=9.2�10−22 cm2.
Above 18 eV F− formation increases with respect to
Cl− anions; at 21.0 eV, �F−=1.5�10−20 cm2 and
�Cl−=2.2�10−21 cm2.

2. Br− from CF3Br and I− from CF3I

The Br− and I− ion yields from CF3Br and CF3I, respec-
tively, are shown in Fig. 3 in the range of 8–28 eV. The
TPES for CF3Br �Ref. 10� and CF3I �Ref. 11� are superim-
posed in red above the ion yields for comparative purposes.
When recorded as a function of gas pressure, both the Br−

and I− signals change nonlinearly; the rate of change in anion
signal increases pseudoexponentially with increasing pres-
sure. In instances where this trend has been seen before �e.g.,
SF5

− from SF6 and SF5CF3�, the anions have been shown to
arise from dissociative electron attachment, following photo-
ionization of the parent molecule as the source of low-energy

FIG. 2. �Color online� Cross section for Cl− production following photoex-
citation of CF3Cl in the energy range of 12–34 eV. The total photoabsorption
spectrum �Ref. 18�, TPES �Ref. 10�, and total fluorescence yield �Ref. 18�
for CF3Cl are included for comparative purposes. The F− ion yield was
recorded with a step size of 0.1 eV and a wavelength resolution of 6 Å. This
resolution is equivalent to 0.2 eV at 20.0 eV.

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Br− ion yield recorded following photoexcitation
of CF3Br between 12 and 28 eV. The TPES �Ref. 10� is superimposed in red
on top of the Br− ion yield for comparative purposes. �b� I− ion yield
recorded following photoexcitation of CF3I between 8 and 28 eV. The
8–12 eV range of this spectrum has been blown up by a factor of 30. The
TPES �Ref. 11� is superimposed in red on top of the I− ion yield for com-
parative purposes. The anion spectra are not put onto an absolute scale
because the signals are shown to change nonlinearly with pressure. The peak
at 9.0 eV in the I− spectrum, however, results from ion-pair formation, and
the cross section at this energy is 3.8�10−21 cm2.
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electrons.25 The same conclusion is reached in this study for
the formation of Br− and I− ions from CF3X �X=Br, I�. The
two-step mechanism is shown below,

CF3X + h
 → CF3X+ + e−, �16�

CF3X + e− → X− + CF3. �17�

CF3Br �Refs. 38 and 39� and CF3I �Refs. 4 and 40� are
both known to attach electrons rapidly; the recommended
values for the thermal electron attachment rate co-
efficients are 1.4�10−8 cm3 s−1 for CF3Br �Ref. 38� and
1.9�10−7 cm3 s−1 for CF3I �Ref. 4�. In addition, the Br− and
I− ion yields show similarities to the TPES for CF3Br and
CF3I, respectively �Fig. 3�. These similarities are much more
obvious between the I− ion yield and CF3I TPES, which
perhaps reflects the difference in magnitude between the at-
tachment rate coefficients for CF3Br and CF3I. The apparent
lack of agreement between the two spectra �ion yield versus
TPES� at lower photon energies in both molecules is inter-
esting. Only background signal is observed in the Br− ion
yield over the photon energy range of 12–15 eV, where the
first two bands can be seen in the CF3Br TPES. The first
bands in the CF3I TPES, representing the spin-orbit split

ground state of CF3I+, X̃ 2E3/2, and X̃ 2E1/2 are only observed
very weakly in the I− spectrum; in Fig. 3�b� the I− signal over
this energy region has been enlarged by a factor of 30. The
ion yields in Fig. 3 are unlikely to result from dissociative
electron attachment alone; Br− or I− anions produced by ion-
pair dissociation are also detected. How much of either anion
signal is due to dissociative electron attachment, and how
much to ion-pair formation is unknown. However, given the
evidence above it is clear that dissociative electron attach-
ment is the more dominant mechanism contributing to the
Br− and I− ion yields.

The agreement between the TPES and the Br− / I− yield is
slightly better at the higher energies scanned in Fig. 3, and
the absence of the low-energy bands between 12 and 15 eV
in the Br− channel from CF3Br and the relative weakness of
the analogous bands in the I− channel from CF3I remain
unexplained. Likewise, the reasons why the relative intensi-
ties between ion yield and TPES spectra are different, includ-

ing the relative intensities of the X̃ 2E3/2 and X̃ 2E1/2 spin-
orbit subbands in CF3I+, are unclear. We note that the SF6

−

yield from SF6 and the SF5
− yield from SF5CF3 are both

dominated by the two-step electron attachment mechanism
over the whole of the valence region, and the anion yield and
TPES show better agreement over a wider range of
energies.25 There is limited evidence from work on other
polyatomic molecules �e.g., c-C5F8� that the agreement be-
tween the two spectra is enhanced if electron attachment is
nondissociative.25

For electron attachment to occur, the parent molecule
must first be ionized. Therefore, at energies below the onset
to ionization any anions produced can only arise from ion-
pair dissociation. This is observed in the ion yield for I− from
CF3I. The onset to ionization in CF3I is 10.4 eV.41 However,
the experimentally determined onset to I− formation is at
8.8�0.2 eV, and a discrete peak in the signal results at 9.0

eV �Fig. 3�b��. Thermochemical calculations suggest the only
possible ion-pair dissociation reaction, which produces I− at
this energy is reaction �18�,

CF3I → I− + CF3
+. �18�

The calculated enthalpy change for reaction �18� is 8.3 eV.
We determine the cross section for I− ion-pair formation at
9.0 eV to be 3.8�10−21 cm2. Normalizing this value to the
total photoabsorption cross section at 9.0 eV �Ref. 16� gives
a quantum yield of approximately 8�10−5. An analysis of
the photoabsorption spectrum of CF3I has suggested that

Rydberg states of the ns series converging to the X̃ 2E3/2
ionization limit lie in this energy region, and absorption fea-
tures showing vibrational structure have been observed cen-
tered at energies 8.8 and 9.5 eV.16

C. F2
− and FX−

„X=Cl,Br… from CF3Cl, CF3Br,
and CF3I

The F2
− ion yields from CF3X �X=Cl,Br, I� and the FX−

�X=Cl,Br� yields from CF3Cl and CF3Br in the range of
12–34 eV are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. All these
anion signals show a linear increase when recorded as a
function of gas pressure, indicating that F2

− and FX− result
from unimolecular photodissociation. The figures report ab-

FIG. 4. Cross sections for F2
− production following photoexcitation of

CF3Cl, CF3Br, and CF3I in the photon energy range of 12–34 eV. The ion
yields were recorded with a step size of 0.1 eV and a wavelength resolution
of 6 Å. This resolution is equivalent to 0.2 eV at 20.0 eV.
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solute cross sections for these processes, and further numeri-
cal information is provided in Table I. The cross sections for
production of FCl−, FBr−, and F2

− from CF3X are up to three
orders of magnitude smaller compared to F− production
�Table I�.

The onsets for F2
− production, approximately 21, 19, and

17 eV for X=Cl,Br, I, occur at the thermochemical thresh-
olds for the ion-pair dissociation reaction shown below,

CF3X → F2
− + X+ + CF �X = Cl,Br,I� . �19�

The calculated dissociation enthalpy changes for reaction
�19� are 21.1, 19.2, and 17.2 eV for X=Cl, Br, and I, respec-
tively. Two cautionary points should be made. First, the un-
certainty in the values of the experimentally determined on-
sets �Table I, Fig. 4� is degraded by the poor signal/noise
ratio in the ion yields. Second, an energy barrier resulting
from forming a new F–F bond is likely. If so, the true ther-
mochemical threshold will lie below the experimental onset,
and other lower-energy dissociation reactions should be con-
sidered �e.g., F2

− /CF+ ion-pair formation�. A similar discus-
sion on the dissociation reactions leading to FCl− and FBr−

from CF3Cl and CF3Br, respectively, is not possible due to
the lack of data on the EAs of FCl and FBr.

The F2
− ion yields all show one major feature, which

most likely represents the presence of a Rydberg state con-

verging to the fifth �Ẽ� or sixth �F̃� excited valence states of
the CF3X+ molecules. As discussed in Sec. IV A 2, the origin
of the excited electron is from a fluorine lone pair with sig-
nificant C–F bonding character. In all three F2

− ion yields a
tentative correlation can be made between the peak energy
and features in the corresponding F− ion yields. This is un-
surprising considering two F atoms must be cleaved preced-
ing the formation of F2

−.

D. CF−, CF2
−, and CF3

− from CF3Cl, CF3Br, and CF3I

The CF−, CF2
−, and CF3

− ion yields from CF3X
�X=Cl,Br, I� are shown in Fig. 6. Numerical information is
given in Table I. All these anion signals all show a linear rise
when recorded as a function of increasing gas pressure, in-
dicating they result from unimolecular photodissociation.
The cross sections for CFn

− �n=1–3� production are ap-
proximately two orders of magnitude smaller than those de-
termined for F− production �Table I�.

Each CFn
− �n=1–3� anion from each parent CF3X mol-

ecule shows only one feature in the ion yield, with the ex-
ception of CF− from CF3Cl, which shows more features. We
propose that the true onset for CF− from CF3Cl is 25.5 eV
�Table I, Fig. 6� and that the observed signal in the energy
range of 16–25 eV results from detecting Cl− anions. We
suggest two reasons for this. First, the mass-to-charge ratios
�m /z� used when recording ion yields are close in value, 31
for CF− and 35 for Cl−. Although the Cl− signal peaks at m /z
35, weak contributions can be detected at m /z values as low
as 30. Combined with the fact that the CF− signal relative to
that of Cl− is very weak, the Cl− contribution at m /z of 31
becomes significant. Second, the ion yield of Cl− �Sec. IV B,
Fig. 2� and that of CF− �Fig. 6� from CF3Cl appear similar in
the 16–25 eV energy range; both ion yields show an onset
around 16 eV, with features at approximately 17.5 and 21 eV.

FIG. 5. Cross sections for FCl− and FBr− production following photoexci-
tation of CF3Cl and CF3Br, respectively, in the photon energy range of
12–34 eV. The ion yields were recorded with a step size of 0.1 eV and a
wavelength resolution of 6 Å. This resolution is equivalent to 0.2 eV at
20.0 eV.

FIG. 6. �Color� Cross sections for CF−, CF2
−, and CF3

− production follow-
ing photoexcitation of CF3Cl, CF3Br, and CF3I in the photon energy range
of 10–35 eV. The ion yields were recorded with a step size of 0.1 eV and a
wavelength resolution of 6 Å. This resolution is equivalent to 0.2 eV at
20.0 eV.
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1. Onsets and thermochemistry

Unimolecular dissociation of CF3X �X=Cl,Br, I� leading
to CF3

− formation must also produce the cation X+,

CF3X → CF3
− + X+ �X = Cl,Br,I� . �20�

The calculated thermochemical thresholds for reaction �20�
are 14.9, 13.1, and 11.0 eV when X=Cl, Br, and I, respec-
tively; the experimentally determined onsets for CF3

− anions
are 15.5, 13.6, and 11.0 eV, respectively �Table I, Fig. 6�. A
similar dissociation process most likely produces the CF2

−

anions,

CF3X → CF2
− + X+ + F �X = Cl,Br,I� . �21�

The calculated thermochemical thresholds for reaction
�21� are 20.3, 18.5, and 16.4 eV when X=Cl, Br, and I,
respectively; the experimentally determined onsets for CF2

−

anions are 20.2, 18.2, and 16.0 eV, respectively �Table I, Fig.
6�. Dissociation of CF3X �X=Cl,Br, I� to produce the
CF2

− /F+ ion pair will only occur at excitation energies sev-
eral eV above the experimental onset and is therefore not
possible. Dissociation to produce the CF2

− /FX+ ion pair,
however, may occur below the experimental onset,

CF3X → CF2
− + FX+ �X = Cl,Br,I� . �22�

The calculated thermochemical thresholds for reaction
�22� are 17.4, 15.9, and 13.6 eV when X=Cl, Br, and I,
respectively. If reaction �22� occurs, 2–3 eV excess energy
must be accounted for. An experimental onset is always con-
sidered an upper limit, and small amounts of energy will
undoubtedly be converted into translational energy of the
fragment species. It should also be considered that an energy
barrier to FX+ formation may exist, given that bonds are both
broken and formed. Similar arguments are made in Sec. IV C
with respect to the anions F2

− and FX− �X=Cl,Br, I�. We
consider the more likely process producing CF2

− from CF3X
is reaction �21� rather than reaction �22�. Low excess ener-
gies favor the production of ion pairs1 and a bond-breaking-
only dissociative reaction are favored over one where bonds
are additionally formed.

The considerations discussed above are also relevant in
the discussion of the CF− fragment anion. The possibilities
for the associated fragment cation and neutral species are
greater. Several diatomic fragments, F2, F2

+, FX, or FX+,
could realistically be associated with CF− ion-pair formation.
The thermochemistry suggests all processes pairing CF− for-
mation with X+, F+, or F2

+ could be contributing to the ob-
served CF− signal from CF3X photodissociation as observed
in Fig. 6. This is perhaps reflected by the broad band, which
features in all three CF− ion yields.

2. Discussion of the CFn
−
„n=1–3… spectra

From observation in Fig. 6 it is clear that interchanging
the X substituent in CF3X with Cl, Br, or I has little effect on
the structure of the ion yields of CF−, CF2

−, or CF3
−. How-

ever, there are consistent shifts in the AE of CFn
− to lower

energy as X increases in size. For example, the shift in AE
for each anion is almost exactly the same when substituting
Cl for Br as when substituting Br for I �Table I�; the

AE�CF−� from CF3I is 2.0 eV lower in energy than AE�CF−�
from CF3Br, which is 1.9 eV lower than AE�CF−� from
CF3Cl. This trend is expected because all anions are ob-
served at their thermochemical threshold, whose values de-
crease as the size of X increases.

The broad nature of the features in the CF− ion yields
does not allow any direct comparisons to be made with other
spectra. In addition, the energy required to yield CF− from
photoexciting CF3X �X=Cl,Br, I� is comparatively large
with respect to other negative ions. Intermediate excited
Rydberg states at these energies probably converge on the
first inner-valence excited state of CF3X+. Alternatively,
these features may represent direct ion-pair formation with
no involvement of an intermediate excited state. The energies
of peak maxima in all the CF2

− and CF3
− ion yields, how-

ever, are similar to energies of features observed in other
anion spectra and likely represent common excited interme-
diate states and hence competing ion-pair dissociation
channels.

V. BOND DISSOCIATION ENERGIES

The experimental AEs for anions determined by this
work may be used to calculate upper limits to bond dissocia-
tion energies, D298

o .1 For example, using the AE of CF3
− can

provide an upper limit to Do�CF3−X� if the IE of X and the
EA of CF3 are known, where X=Cl,Br, I,

AE�CF3
−� � Do�CF3 − X� + IE�X� − EA�CF3� . �23�

Note that the AE�CF3
−� correlates to dissociation reac-

tion �20�. When the unimolecular dissociation involves mul-
tiple bond-breaking or the formation of a new bond, calcu-
lations performed in this way become overcomplicated and
too many assumptions are made. Therefore, only AE values
for anions resulting from single bond-breaking ion-pair dis-
sociation are considered here. The resulting upper limits to
bond dissociation energies are presented in Table II and com-
pared to literature values. In addition Do�CF3–F� is calcu-
lated from the AE �F− from CF4�25 and is also included in
Table II. The uncertainty in the Do upper limits calculated
from these data is �0.2 eV, which is taken directly from the
estimated error in the AE values �Table I�. The calculations
for these values are explained in more detail below. We note
the consistency between upper-limit values for Do�CF3−X�

TABLE II. Upper limits to bond dissociation energies and comparisons with
literature values.

Bond

D298
o

�eV�

This work Ref. 42

CF3–F ��7.4�0.2� a 5.67
CF3–Cl ��4.4�0.2� b 3.79
CF3–Br ��3.6�0.2� b 3.07
CF3–I ��2.4�0.2� b 2.36
CF2I+–F ��2.7�0.2� c

¯

aCalculated from the AE of F− from CF4 �Ref. 25�.
bCalculated from the AE of CF3

− from CF3Cl, CF3Br, and CF3I, respec-
tively.
cCalculated from the AE of F− from CF3I.
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obtained indirectly from this ion-pair work and the accepted
literature values.42 Furthermore, the upper-limit value for Do

tends toward the accurate value as the size of X increases
from F to I. This can possibly be explained by the density of
Rydberg states of CF3X increasing as the size of X increases,
and therefore the increasing likelihood that the equality of
Eq. �23� holds.

As shown in Eq. �23� the AE values for CF3
− from CF3X

�Table I, Fig. 6� are used to calculate Do�CF3−X�. The EA of
the CF3 radical is 1.82�0.05 eV,33 and the IEs for Cl
�12.970 eV�, Br �11.816 eV�, and I �10.453 eV� are taken
from the JANAF thermochemical tables.27 The calculation is
slightly different for Do�CF3–F� because CF3

− was not ob-
served from CF4 �Ref. 25�, but the AE �F− from CF4� can be
used to yield the same information if we now use the EA�F�
�3.401 eV� �Ref. 29� and IE�CF3� �9.04�0.04 eV� �Ref. 34�
values instead.

The formation of F− from CF3I at onset arises from dis-
sociation reaction �10�. Unfortunately, because the IE�CF2I�
is currently not known, an upper limit to Do�CF2I–F�
cannot be calculated from the AE�F−� value as described
above. However, the relevant information is known in order
to calculate an upper limit to Do�CF2I+–F� if Eq. �24� is
considered,

AE�F−� � IE�CF3I� + Do�CF2I+ – F� − EA�F� . �24�

The AE�F−� is 9.7�0.2 eV �Table I, Fig. 1�, the
IE�CF3I� is 10.37 eV,41 and the EA�F� is 3.401 eV,29 giving
Do�CF2I+–F��2.7�0.2 eV or 263�20 kJ mol−1. If
Do�CF2I+–F� is defined as the enthalpy change for reaction
�25�, which is valid if the Traeger and McLoughlin correc-
tion terms are ignored �Sec. III�,26 then an upper limit to
� fH298

o �CF2I+� can be determined,

CF3I+ → CF2I+ + F �rH298
o � �263 � 20� kJ mol−1.

�25�

Using thermochemistry already provided �Secs. III and V�
we calculate � fH298

o �CF2I+�� �598�22� kJ mol−1.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Negative ions have been detected following the photo-
excitation of CF3Cl, CF3Br, and CF3I in the photon energy
range of 8–35 eV. For the fast electron-attaching gases
CF3Br and CF3I, the Br− and I− signals are heavily influ-
enced by dissociative electron attachment. All other anions
detected from these three molecules result from ion-pair
formation. A collection of the numerical data from this
study is compiled in Tables I and II. We have shown that
experimental AE values from ion-pair formation can be used
to calculate upper limits for bond dissociation energies
�Table II�. This same point was made by Berkowitz1 in 1996
but has rarely been implemented since. We report new
data for Do�CF2I+–F��2.7�0.2 eV and � fH298

o �CF2I+�
� �598�22� kJ mol−1.

The most surprising observation from this work is the
lack of ion-pair formation detected at lower photon energies,
particularly at energies below the IE of the parent molecule.
This anomaly is surprising because ion-pair fragmentation is

energetically allowed and because significant structure is ob-
served in the photoabsorption spectra below the IE. The best
example of this is seen in X− ion-pair formation from CF3X
�X=Cl,Br, I�; a comparatively large cross section for X− pro-
duced by reaction �26� would be predicted, but the spectra
show no contribution from Cl− or Br− anions produced in this
way. I− anions, however, are observed below the IE of CF3I,
but the signal is surprisingly weak,

CF3X → X− + CF3
+ �X = Cl,Br,I� . �26�

The total fluorescence yields and photoabsorption spec-
tra correlate very little, and although there will be some
contribution from fluorescence, it is not expected to be sig-
nificant. Therefore, the structure observed in the photoab-
sorption spectra for CF3Cl, CF3Br, and CF3I below the IE
must almost exclusively result from neutral photodissocia-
tion. Finally, we note that ion-pair formation from CF4 �Refs.
20 and 25� shows completely different properties from those
of the CF3X molecules studied in this paper. This should not
be surprising for two reasons. First, the symmetry of the
molecule changes from Td to C3v. Second, the substitution of
one F by a much heavier halogen atom increases the polar-
izability of the molecule and therefore enhances its propen-
sity to attach low-energy electrons.
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